
Environmental Science 

Day 1 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Setup) 

Day 2 
H.E.6A.5 
 

 What’s the 
difference? 
Reading and Quiz 
(NewsELA) 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

Day 3 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
H.E.5A.7 
H.E.5A.8 

 Climate Scientist 
Read p346-347 
and write a 
paragraph 
responding to 
“What do you 
think” 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

Day 4 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
H.E.5A.7 
H.E.5A.8 

 Climate Active 
Reading 
Worksheet 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

Day 5 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
H.E.5A.7 
H.E.5A.8 

 Eerie Antarctica 
Reading and Quiz 
(NewsELA) 

  Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

Day 6 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.5A.6 
H.E.6A.5 
 

 Map Skills Air 
Movement 
Worksheet 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

Day 7 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.5A.6 
H.E.6A.5 
 

 Weather Map 
Interpretation 
Worksheet 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

 

Day 8 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
H.E.5A.7 
H.E.5A.8 
 

 Seals with Hats 

 Reading and Quiz 
(NewsELA) 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

 

Day 9 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.6A.5 
H.E.5A.7 
H.E.5A.8 
 

 A New Study 

 Reading and Quiz 
(NewsELA) 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

 

Day 10 
H.E.5A.3  
H.E.5A.6 
H.E.6A.5 
 

 Build a Weather 
Station (Data 
Collection) 

 Complete 
weather station 
All remaining 
questions 

Students should have access to their textbooks and notes from class to complete these activities. If you do not have a textbook you may access it 

online 

 Go to https://my.hrw.com/ 

 Username DSTUDENT1050 

 Password DSTUDENT1050 

 Click Student Edition Quick Launch to access the textbook. 

In the building a weather station activity, if you do not have materials you will need to make observations, but may use the weather information 

from any news source to collect the data. 

https://my.hrw.com/
javascript:var%20sswin%20=%20window.open('/content/hmof/science/high_school_sci/na/gr9-12/hmd_env_9780547912202_/book_pages/index.html?page=2');
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STEM Lab Environmental Engineering 

Building a Weather Station 

In the past, all a farmer or sailor could do was look at the sky and, based on 
experience, make a guess about how the weather might change. Until recently, people 
did not have a clear understanding of how key ingredients of Earth’s weather 
machine—solar heat, Earth’s atmosphere, and moisture in the air—interact to shape 
local weather conditions. Weather forecasts are based on data collected by hundreds 
of local weather stations. While satellites track weather systems as they develop, you 
can use relatively simple equipment and weather instruments to observe atmospheric 
conditions where you live. In this lab, you will build a weather station that helps you 
learn about tracking weather factors and predicting weather changes based on just two 
variables, cloud formations and barometric pressure. 

OBJECTIVES 
Build a weather station using a barometer and cloud chart. 
Observe and record weather factors in a data table for ten days. 
Predict daily changes in weather based on your data. 

MATERIALS 
• barometer, aneroid 
• box, cardboard, deep, larger than the cloud chart at the base 

• cloud chart  
• colored markers or pencils 
• pencil or pen 
• poster board, 22 in × 28 in 

SAFETY  

ASK A QUESTION 
1. Which is more likely to help form accurate forecasts of changes in weather 

conditions, a barometer or a cloud chart? 

FORM A HYPOTHESIS 
2. Form a hypothesis that answers your question. Explain your reasoning. 
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Building a Weather Station continued 

TEST THE HYPOTHESIS 
3. You will be collecting two sets of data at your weather station: cloud type, and 

barometric pressure. Try to be consistent and take the readings at the same time 
and from the same place each day. Summarize what data you will collect, where it 
will be collected, procedures, and the time frame for the investigation. 
CAUTION: Do not take readings during unsafe or severe weather conditions. 

 
 

4. Using white glue or spray adhesive, attach the cloud chart to a piece of poster 
board. On the poster board, next to each cloud type, use colored markers or 
pencils to identify the kind of weather each type of cloud often precedes or 
indicates. CAUTION: When using spray adhesive, wear safety goggles and do 
not inhale spray fumes. Dispose of empty spray cans properly. 

5. Observe clouds each day for ten days. Record your observations in the data table. 
6. After you have collected cloud data for two days, complete the “Prediction” 

column in your table for the next day’s weather. 

TABLE 1 CLOUD OBSERVATIONS 

Day Cloud Type Prediction Actual Weather 

Day 1  (observation only)  

Day 2  (observation only)  

Day 3    

Day 4    

Day 5    

Day 6    

Day 7    

Day 8    

Day 9    

Day 10    

7. Research the way an aneroid barometer is used to forecast weather. How is 
barometric pressure used to predict weather changes? 

 
 

8. Use the barometer to measure barometric pressure each day for ten days. Record 
your observations in the data table. 

9. After you have collected barometric pressure data for two days, complete the 
“Prediction” column in your table for the next day’s weather. 
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Building a Weather Station continued 

TABLE 2 BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 

Day 
Barometric 
Pressure 

Change (Rising/ 
Falling/ Stable) Prediction 

Actual 
Weather 

Day 1   (observation only)  

Day 2   (observation only)  

Day 3     

Day 4     

Day 5     

Day 6     

Day 7     

Day 8     

Day 9     

Day 10     

10. Compare your weather predictions based on cloud type and barometric pressure. 
Which method of forecasting was more accurate? 

 
 
 
 
 

ANALYZE THE RESULTS 
1. Identifying Patterns Examine your weather data and look for patterns in the 

data. What kinds of clouds brought precipitation? What relationship do you see 
between changes in barometric pressure and the weather? 

 
 
 

2. Evaluating Methods What were some of the limitations of the barometer used 
for this lab? 
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Building a Weather Station continued 

3. Evaluating Methods What were some of the limitations of of using the cloud 
chart in this lab? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAW CONCLUSIONS 
4. Evaluating Methods Review the weather data you collected over the course of 

the entire lab. Compare your daily weather predictions with the actual weather 
conditions that were observed the next day. How your predictions could have 
been improved? Would other instruments have made your predictions more 
accurate? Explain your reasoning. 

 
 
 
 
 

EXTENSION 
1. Applying Conclusions Obtain weather reports from the newspaper or the 

Internet for the time period of this lab. How do the weather reports for your local 
area compare with your data? How do you account for differences? 
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What's the difference between weather and
climate?

Weather events, like this hailstorm in Marion, Kansas, are not the same as the climate of a region. Image by Roger Hill/Science Source
Image by Roger Hill/Science Source

The overwhelming majority (97 percent) of scientists

agree that climate change is real, and that it is caused

by human activity. At the same time, however, we

have had some record-breaking cold winters. 

In January 2019, a polar vortex plunged parts of

North America into Arctic conditions. It might seem counterintuitive, but cold weather events like

these do not disprove global warming. That's because weather and climate are two different

things. 

Weather Refers To Short-term Conditions

Weather refers to the short-term conditions of the lower atmosphere, an area that begins at the

Earth's surface and extends up to 12 miles high. Weather conditions include precipitation,

By National Geographic Society, adapted by Newsela staff on 01.29.20
Word Count 826
Level 1180L
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temperature, humidity, wind direction, wind speed, and atmospheric pressure. It could be sunny,

cloudy, rainy, foggy, cold, hot, windy, stormy or snowing.

The sun drives different types of weather by heating air in the lower atmosphere at varying rates.

Warm air rises and cold air rushes in to fill its place, causing wind. These winds, along with water

vapor in the air, influence the formation and movement of clouds, precipitation and storms.

The atmospheric conditions that influence weather are always changing, which is why the weather

is always changing. Meteorologists analyze data from satellites, weather stations, and buoys, which

are instruments that float in the ocean. The data help them predict weather conditions over the

upcoming days or weeks. Weather forecasts are very important. They warn people of dangerous

weather conditions, like big storms that can cause flash flooding or dry winds that can whip up

forest fires. 

Climate Refers To Atmospheric Conditions

While weather refers to short-term changes in the lower atmosphere, climate refers to

atmospheric conditions over longer periods of time, usually 30 years or more. This is why it is

possible to have an especially cold spell even though, on average, global temperatures are rising.

The cold winter is a relatively small atmospheric change within a much larger, long-term trend of

warming.

Despite their differences, weather and climate are linked. As with weather, climate depends on

precipitation, wind speed and direction, humidity, and temperature. In fact, climate can be

thought of as an average of weather conditions over time. More importantly, a change in climate

can lead to changes in weather patterns.

Climate conditions vary in regions of the world and influence the types of plants and animals that

live there. 

Fossil Fuel Use Has Increased Climate Change

Climate change is not a new concept. The global climate has changed many times over the course

of Earth's history. However, it is changing much faster now than it has in the past, and this time

human activities are to blame. 

One of the leading factors contributing to climate change now is the burning of fossil fuels such as

coal, gas and oil, which we use for transport, energy production and industry. Burning fossil fuels

releases large amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere; CO2 is one of a group of

chemicals known as greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases allow heat from the sun to enter the

atmosphere, but stop it from escaping, much like the glass of a greenhouse. The overall effect is

that the global temperature rises, leading to global warming.

Global warming is already affecting the planet as glaciers and Arctic sea ice are melting, sea levels

are rising, and there is an increased frequency and intensity of extreme weather events. The planet

has already warmed by about 0.8 degrees Celsius (1.4 degrees Fahrenheit) in the last century, and

temperatures have continued to rise. Animals and plants are moving to cooler areas. 

Climate change makes extreme weather more likely. In 2018, at least 5,000 people were killed and

28.9 million more required aid as a result of extreme weather events like floods, wildfires,
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hurricanes or typhoons. It is likely that more frequent and more severe weather events are on the

horizon.

Worldwide Efforts To Address Global Warming

Scientists first discovered and explained the physics of greenhouse gases in the early to mid-

1800s. In 1896, Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius first proposed that humans could influence the

climate and cause global warming by releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. In the late

1930s, scientists found that temperatures were already rising but it took until the 1980s for the

science to gain acceptance and for action to be taken.

In 1988, the global community came together to form the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC). Since then, leaders from around the world have agreed to a series of goals to lower

CO2 emissions to combat climate change. The latest is the 2015 Paris Agreement, in which 197

countries pledged to stop global temperatures from rising by more than 2 degrees Celsius (3.6

degrees Fahrenheit). All United Nations member states agreed to "take urgent action to combat

climate change and its impacts." In 2017, however, the United States, which releases the second-

largest amount of greenhouse gases in the world, announced it would withdraw from the

agreement.
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Quiz

1 Read the following sentences from the article.

1. The sun drives different types of weather by heating air in the lower atmosphere at varying
rates.

2. The atmospheric conditions that influence weather are always changing, which is why the
weather is always changing.

3. They warn people of dangerous weather conditions, like big storms that can cause flash
flooding or dry winds that can whip up forest fires.

4. It is likely that more frequent and more severe weather events are on the horizon.

Which two sentences taken together provide the BEST evidence to support the idea that weather forecasts will become an
increasingly important tool for humans?

(A) 1 and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 3 and 4

(D) 1 and 4

2 Is the author of the article suggesting that the global community has been too slow to address climate change? Which selection
from the article supports your answer?

(A) Yes; "Greenhouse gases allow heat from the sun to enter the atmosphere, but stop it from escaping,
much like the glass of a greenhouse. The overall effect is that the global temperature rises, leading to
global warming."

(B) Yes; "In 1896, Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius first proposed that humans could influence the
climate and cause global warming by releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. In the late 1930s,
scientists found that temperatures were already rising but it took until the 1980s for the science to gain
acceptance and for action to be taken."

(C) No; "In 1988, the global community came together to form the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). Since then, leaders from around the world have agreed to a series of goals to lower
CO2 emissions to combat climate change. The latest is the 2015 Paris Agreement, in which 197
countries pledged to stop global temperatures from rising by more than 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit)."

(D) No; "All United Nations member states agreed to "take urgent action to combat climate change and its
impacts." In 2017, however, the United States, which releases the second-largest amount of
greenhouse gases in the world, announced it would withdraw from the agreement."

3 How does the author connect weather with climate?

(A) The author illustrates the effects of each on specific animals and their natural habitats.

(B) The author highlights the evidence that shows historic changes in the weather and climate.

(C) The author outlines and explores the differences in weather and climate of various places on Earth.

(D) The author defines and explains the factors that influence each and how they affect each other.

4 Why does the author begin the article by highlighting the January 2019 polar vortex?

(A) to introduce and dispel the notion that cold weather events disprove global warming

(B) to introduce and explain the reasons why people burn fossil fuels for heat and energy

(C) to suggest that climate change is already well-controlled by the Paris Agreement

(D) to suggest that a majority of scientists were shocked by the record-breaking cold
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Skills Worksheet 

Active Reading 

Section 1: Climate 

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. 

You know that the temperature and precipitation change with the 
seasons. But do you know what causes the seasons? The seasons 
result from the tilt of Earth’s axis (about 23.5° relative to the plane 
of its orbit). Because of this tilt, the angle at which the sun’s rays 
strike the Earth changes as the Earth moves around the sun. 

During summer in the Northern Hemisphere, the Northern 
Hemisphere tilts toward the sun and receives direct sunlight. The 
number of hours of daylight is greatest in the summer. Therefore, 
the amount of time available for the sun to warm the Earth 
becomes greater. During summer in the Northern Hemisphere, the 
Southern Hemisphere tilts away from the sun and receives less 
direct sunlight. During summer in the Southern Hemisphere, the 
situation is reversed. The Southern Hemisphere is tilted toward the 
sun, whereas the Northern Hemisphere is tilted away. 

IDENTIFYING MAIN IDEAS 

One reading skill is the ability to identify the main idea of a passage. The main 
idea is the main focus or key idea. Frequently, a main idea is accompanied by 
supporting information that offers detailed facts about main ideas. 

Read each question and write the answer in the space provided. 

 1. How much does Earth tilt on its axis? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 2. The number of hours of daylight is greatest when? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 3. Where is the Northern Hemisphere in relation to the sun in summer? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

In the space provided, write the letter of the term or phrase that best answers the 
question. 

_____  4. Which of the following sentences best states the main idea of the 
passage? 
 a. The amount of time for the sun to heat Earth becomes greater. 
 b. The seasons result from the tilt of Earth on its axis. 
 c. The Southern Hemisphere is tilted away from the sun. 
 d. Temperature and precipitation change with the seasons. 
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Active Reading continued 

RECOGNIZING SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 

One reading skill is the ability to recognize similarities and differences between 
two phrases, ideas, or things. This is sometimes known as comparing and 
contrasting. 

Read each question and write the answer in the space provided. 

 5. What season is it in the Northern Hemisphere when the Southern Hemisphere 
is tilted toward the sun? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 6. What season is it in the Southern Hemisphere when the Northern Hemisphere 
is tilted away from the sun? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

RECOGNIZING CAUSE AND EFFECT 

One reading skill is the ability to recognize cause and effect. 

Read each question and write the answer in the space provided. 

 7. What causes the seasons? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 8. How does the tilt of Earth affect sunlight? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 9. How does the amount of time in which the sun can warm Earth affect the 
seasons? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

10. Where is the Southern Hemisphere in relation to the sun when it is summer in 
the Northern Hemisphere? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

11. Where is the Northern Hemisphere in relation to the sun when it is summer in 
the Southern Hemisphere? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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The eerie song of Antarctica — melting ice

Image 1. A low-frequency hum regularly echoes across the Ross Ice Shelf, the largest ice shelf in Antarctica. Scientists have realized that as
ice melts in the top layers of the shelf, its "song" slows and flattens out. Photo: Richard McManus via Getty Images

Research published last week by the American Geophysical Union documents a chaotic, low-

frequency hum across the Ross Ice Shelf — a platform the size of France that floats off the coast of

West Antarctica.

The pitches are caused by wind striking snow dunes, and it's an eerie sort of song. But, the

researchers argue, it's also an early warning sign for one of the nightmare scenarios in climate

change science: the disintegration of Antarctica's largest ice shelf, and consequent slide of glaciers

into the ocean.

The song slows down when snow begins to melt in the ice shelf's top layers. That's already

happened.

The ice warbled to itself for centuries: a discordant song whose verses told the stories of cold

winds and shifting snow dunes vibrating across Antarctica.

It wasn't music as we think of it. Days or months might pass between each tonal shift, composed of

notes so low and slow they were inaudible to human ears. But if you could lie for 1,000 years on

By Avi Selk, Washington Post on 11.05.18
Word Count 1,237
Level MAX
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the great Ross Ice Shelf and feel every minute shiver that passed through it — if you were snow

itself — then you would know the chorus.

In January 2016, the song went flat.

Sped up thousands of times into the frequency range of human hearing, it sounded as though the

ice's warble faded to something like a dial tone — a moaning dirge that lasted for two of the

warmest weeks on record for the polar continent. A song that warned of melting snow.

If the worst fears of climate scientists come true — if in some particularly warm month this

century, the 500-mile-long Ross Ice Shelf collapses like a ruined border wall, allowing Antarctica's

interior glaciers to flow past it into swelling oceans — we might see little of the calamity's

beginning.

When a smaller ice shelf collapsed on the other side of West Antarctica in January 2002, we were

blind.

"Scientists monitoring daily satellite images of the Antarctic Peninsula watched in amazement as

almost the entire Larsen B Ice Shelf splintered and collapsed in just over one month," NASA wrote

in its memorial to that 10,000-year-old platform of ice.

"It collapsed between pictures of a satellite," Julien Chaput, a geophysicist at Colorado State

University, told The Washington Post. "One picture, it was there. The next, it wasn't."

But the ice shelf was sick long before its spectacular death. As Chaput explained it, the early stages

of disintegration are insidious and largely invisible to satellites.

Repeat heat waves cause the carpet of snow atop the ice shelf to melt and refreeze. With each

refreeze, the snow gets harder. Eventually, it gets so hard that pools of water form on the snow's

surface and trickle downward, carving tunnels in the snow to reach the ice beneath.

The ice weakens like a rotting boat hull under the meltwater's assault. It cracks. Only near the end

is the extent of the damage obvious to satellites, when the entire shelf — ice, snow and all — breaks

apart and dissolves into the ocean within days.

This is, to put it mildly, a lousy warning system for the end of the world as we know it.

But as Chaput and his team demonstrated in a paper published by the American Geophysical

Union last week, a wounded ice shelf will sing about its troubles long before it shows them to us.

The discovery was "a complete accident," Chaput said. No one expected ice to sing.

Several years ago, a different team of researchers installed dozens of seismic stations across the

Ross Ice Shelf. Like many climate scientists, they were concerned that if the France-size floating

ice platform ever collapsed like Larsen B did in 2002, titanic glaciers behind it would be free to

escape the mainland of Antarctica, eventually raising ocean levels by several feet.

"For now, the Ross Ice Shelf seems to be stable," Chaput said. "But that could change extremely

rapidly and without warning."

The seismic stations were designed to measure what the Earth's crust and mantle are doing

beneath the ice — massive vibrations on the scale of earthquakes.
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But as Chaput reviewed the data set from late 2014 to 2017, he noticed something in the sine

waves: a subtle song, vibrating through the top layers of snow.

"You had these pitches, these incredibly defined tones, persistent and defined at each station," he

said. "They'd change all the time, with changes in air temperature and storm events and wind

events."

Even the movement of a snow dune could alter the frequencies, Chaput said. It was as if the entire

snow bed were grooved out like an old phonograph record, humming with the rustle of the

atmosphere above.

The notes hovered around 5 hertz, about four times lower than human ears can detect. But Chaput

could easily speed them up enough to hear — compressing days-long rhythms into minutes or

seconds.

That's how he was able to hear what happened in early 2016 — when an especially warm summer

came to Antarctica and the phonograph skipped.

Chaput didn't discover the great melt event of January 2016. As Chris Mooney wrote in The

Washington Post, it disturbed scientists who learned of it at the time.

The two-week melt left nothing so obvious as a lake on the surface of the Ross Ice Shelf. Rather, it

turned a patch of snow the size of Texas wet and slushy as the air temperature rose to above

freezing. Scientists detected it at first through the presence of vapor clouds above the ice shelf,

Mooney wrote, then used microwave satellites to confirm the damage.

But when in the music of the snow, the melting was impossible to miss.

At seismic stations across the ice shelf, the warbling vibrations grew quiet. Notes stretched out

into a long drone at some locations, like a tornado siren going off. To Chaput, it sounded like a

two-week-long groan.

"It doesn't sound super happy to me," he said.

The music of the ice, he explained, is made by wind passing over snow dunes and sending

vibrations through trillions of compressed ice crystals in the snow bed — called a firn. "Snow is 80

percent air, with flaky bonds between crystals," Chaput said. "As they get weaker, the velocity a

wave travels gets lower, so the tones go down. It both lowers and gets quieter."

All this might simply mean that Chaput found a depressing soundtrack for the melting of an ice

cap. But as described in his paper, the music also holds potential as a measurement

tool — something like a sonogram for the health of snow and ice in future warming evens, of which

he expects many.

That doesn't mean we'll like what we hear.

The ancient warble of the Ross Ice Shelf returned shortly after the heat wave ended in late

January, as watery snow refroze and crystals reforged their bonds. But at many of the listening

stations, it no longer sounds the same. The warble now has something like a rasp.

"You can see the physical impact," Chaput said. "When it gets cooled again, the firn partially heals

and rebounds in some ways, but not entirely."
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He doesn't know whether the Ross Ice Shelf will regain its original structure and voice, or whether

it's been permanently damaged, as the Larsen B Ice Shelf must have been long before it broke

apart.

For now, however imperfectly, it continues to sing.
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Quiz

1 Which statement would be MOST important to include in an objective summary of the article?

(A) Scientists have discovered that changes to low-frequency sounds from the Ross Ice Shelf are an early
warning of its breakdown due to climate change.

(B) Scientists have been listening intently to the eerie and hauntingly beautiful changes in sound that they
have detected coming from the Ross Ice Shelf.

(C) Scientists everywhere should have been aware that the melting of Antarctica's ice is a growing concern
since the Larsen B Ice Shelf splintered apart in 2002.

(D) Scientists everywhere are doing fascinating work to better understand the dynamics of how Antarctica's
ice melts and refreezes as the seasons change.

2 What is the relationship between the following selections from the article?

Sped up thousands of times into the frequency range of human hearing, it sounded as though the
ice's warble faded to something like a dial tone — a moaning dirge that lasted for two of the
warmest weeks on record for the polar continent.

The ancient warble of the Ross Ice Shelf returned shortly after the heat wave ended in late
January, as watery snow refroze and crystals reforged their bonds. But at many of the listening
stations, it no longer sounds the same. The warble now has something like a rasp.

(A) They highlight a problem with the ice shelf that was detected by scientists and how it was solved by
refreezing.

(B) They indicate the relationship between warming temperatures and the changes to the ice's song over
time.

(C) They describe a cause of the shift in the ice shelf's songs and its effect on the physical strength of the
glacier.

(D) They offer evidence that scientists have reason to worry about climate change and a contradiction of
that.

3 Read the following paragraph from the article.

The ice weakens like a rotting boat hull under the meltwater's assault. It cracks. Only near the
end is the extent of the damage obvious to satellites, when the entire shelf — ice, snow and all —
breaks apart and dissolves into the ocean within days.

How does the simile help the reader to understand what happens when an ice shelf breaks?

(A) It illustrates that pieces of the melted glacier sink like a shipwreck.

(B) It illustrates that the damage to ice happens gradually and out of sight.

(C) It compares the shape of a glacier bottom with the shape of a boat.

(D) It compares the danger of a sinking ship with the danger of rising seas.
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4 Read the following paragraph from the article.

Even the movement of a snow dune could alter the frequencies, Chaput said. It was as if the
entire snow bed were grooved out like an old phonograph record, humming with the rustle of the
atmosphere above.

How does the analogy help the reader to understand the scientists' study?

(A) It provides a simple detail to illustrate the size of the creases scientists are studying.

(B) It provides a specific explanation of the way the sounds of melting ice are recorded.

(C) It provides a vivid description of the rhythm of the songs made by the ice shelf.

(D) It provides a visual example of the way patterns in the ice shelf affect its sounds.
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Skills Worksheet  DIFFERENT WINDS 

Map Skills 

Wind is caused by changes in atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure, also 
called barometric pressure, is the force, or pressure, of the air above Earth. 

Use the map above to answer the questions below. 

 1. Analyzing Data Which do you think affects wind movement more, latitude or 
longitude? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 2. Finding Locations If you live in South America at the equator, in which 
direction does the wind blow? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 3. Making a Hypothesis In which direction do the Westerlies blow? Why do 
you think they are called the Westerlies? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 4. Making a Hypothesis If you were sailing to North America from Europe, 
near which line of latitude would you sail? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 5. Making Conclusions Find the general location of your community on the 
map. If a storm were approaching you, which direction would it be coming 
from? 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Exploration Lab Activity 

Weather Map Interpretation 

Weather maps use various map symbols and lines to illustrate the weather conditions 
in an area at a given time. In this lab, you will study the symbols used on a weather 
map to gain an understanding of the relationships between temperature, pressure, and 
winds. 

OBJECTIVES 
Construct a pressure and temperature map. 
Interpret a weather map. 
Explain how weather patterns are related to pressure systems. 

MATERIALS 
• paper 
• pencil 

• pencils, colored, red, blue 

PROCEDURE 
1. Use the following weather map. This map can also be found in the Reference 

Tables section of the Appendix in your textbook. Use the map symbols on the 
same page of the Appendix to interpret the weather map. The number on the right 
of each station on the map represents atmospheric pressure. The number on the 
left represents temperature. 
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Weather Map Interpretation continued 

2. On your copy of the weather map, find stations that have a temperature of 10.0°C. 
Use a red pencil to draw a line through these stations. If two adjacent stations 
have temperatures above and below 10.0°C, there is an estimated point between 
them that is 10.0°C. draw a line through these estimated points to connect the 
stations that have temperatures of 10.0°C with a 10.0°C isotherm. 

3. Using the same method as in step 2, draw isotherms for every two degrees of 
temperature. Examples are isotherms of 12.0°C, 14.0°C, 16.0°C. Label each 
isotherm with the temperature it represents. 

4. Find a station that has a barometric pressure of 1,004 millibars. Use a blue pencil, 
and follow the same method that you used in step 2 to create a 1,004 millibars 
isobar. 

5. Using the same method as in step 3, lightly draw isobars for every 4 millibars of 
pressure. Examples are isobars of 1,000 mb, 1,008 mb, and 1,012 mb. Label each 
isobar with the pressure it represents. 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
1. Identifying Trends What is the lowest temperature for which you have drawn 

an isotherm? What is the highest temperature for which you have drawn an 
isotherm? Is either isotherm a closed loop? If so, which one? 

 
 
 

2. Making Inferences Is the air mass that is identified by the closed isotherms a 
cold air mass or a warm air mass? Explain your answer. 

 
3. Analyzing Data Is there a shift in the wind direction associated with either front 

shown on your map? Describe the shift. 
 
 
 

4. Identifying Trends What is the value of the lowest-pressure isobar that was 
drawn? What is the value of the highest-pressure isobar that was drawn? Is either 
isobar a closed loop? If so, which one? 
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Weather Map Interpretation continued 

5. Drawing Conclusions At the time that the map represents, were there any 
areas of low pressure? of high pressure? Identify these areas. What weather 
conditions would you expect to find in those areas? 

 
 
 
 

EXTENSION 
1. Making Predictions Predict the weather conditions at Station A 24 hours after 

the observations for your map were made. Record your predictions in a table with 
columns for pressure, wind direction, wind speed, temperature, and sky condition. 
Also, make and record predictions for Station B and Station C. 

STATION A 

Pressure Wind Direction Wind Speed Temperature Sky Condition 

     

     

     

     

STATION B 

Pressure Wind Direction Wind Speed Temperature Sky Condition 

     

     

     

     

STATION C 

Pressure Wind Direction Wind Speed Temperature Sky Condition 
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Seals with high-tech hats are collecting climate
data in the Antarctic

Image 1. An elephant seal outfitted with specialized sensors that helped researchers track how heat moves through ocean currents. Photo
by: Etienne Pauthenet/Sorbonne University

Elephant seals in funny-looking hats are helping NASA study climate science.

The seals have been outfitted with specialized sensors. The sensors resemble lumpy metal

yarmulkes with antennae. The seals are collecting data that's helping researchers track how heat

moves through ocean currents. A paper was published the week of December 2 in Nature

Geosciences. In the paper, a team of climate scientists led by oceanographer Lia Siegelman used

this clever technique to track changes in temperature as the seals swam the icy waters of the

Antarctic.

Researchers enlisted the help of one particularly fearless female seal. She helped researchers

discover that heat stored at the ocean's depths can sometimes get swirled back up to the surface by

some deeply penetrating currents. Researchers have known that these currents can ferry heat

downward into the ocean's interior. However, the new findings suggest the reverse is true as well.

This causes a process that can warm the sea's topmost layers as well.

By Katherine J. Wu, Smithsonian, adapted by Newsela staff on 12.18.19
Word Count 622
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This might sound inconsequential. However, Siegelman thinks it's important to incorporate this

new information into existing climate models. Oceans serve as a sink for the atmosphere's heat.

This means the cooler their surfaces are, the more energy they can absorb. With heat rising up

from below, though, the world's waters might be less equipped to offset rising temperatures than

scientists once thought, Siegelman explained.

What this means in the long term is unclear. As Sarah Zielinski reported for Smithsonian.com in

2014, climate change is reshuffling how ocean waters in the Antarctic move and mix. What

happens in the Antarctic doesn't stay in the Antarctic. Shifts in the water cycle at our planet's

South Pole have reverberating effects on climate and weather throughout the rest of the globe.

Before the seals' help, scientists had a pretty limited

view of what went on beneath the surface of the

Southern Ocean. Here, temperatures can plunge

below 30 degrees Fahrenheit. Thick sheets of sea ice

block instruments from collecting data. It is a difficult

environment for underwater science field work.

None of that troubles southern elephant seals. They

spend nine to 10 months of each year at sea. They

swim thousands of miles and dive up to half a mile

beneath the ocean's surface, usually about 80 times a

day. "Even when they sleep, they dive," Siegelman said earlier this year. "They float down like a

leaf."

To capitalize on the seals' wanderlust, Siegelman and her colleagues tagged a female elephant seal

on the Kerguelen Islands. They glued a sensor to her head. Don't be alarmed: The researchers

remove the tags on the seals' next visit ashore. If not for that, they're sloughed off with dead skin

during molting season.

With the high-tech hat atop her head, the seal embarked on her post-breeding swim in October

2014. For the next three months, the researchers followed her 3,000-mile journey. During this

journey, she dived 6,333 times, Meghan Bartels reported for Space.com.

Combined with satellite images, the wealth of data the seal recovered gave Siegelman and her

team a clearer picture than they'd ever been afforded before. It's probably safe to say that the

significance of this was lost on the seal.

From the human perspective, it is clear seals are filling in some massive gaps in knowledge, Guy

Williams said in 2016. Williams is a polar oceanographer at the University of Tasmania. He's

conducting his own temperature studies with seals and walruses.

"The [seals] have gone to areas where we've never had an observation before," Williams said.
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Quiz

1 Which sentence from the article BEST introduces the purpose of the NASA climate study?

(A) Elephant seals in funny-looking hats are helping NASA study climate science.

(B) The seals have been outfitted with specialized sensors.

(C) The sensors resemble lumpy metal yarmulkes with antennae.

(D) The seals are collecting data that's helping researchers track how heat moves through ocean currents.

2 Which answer choice accurately characterizes Guy Williams's reaction to using seals to gather information underwater?

(A) He thinks walruses and seals should dive together to collect the most comprehensive temperature
information.

(B) He thinks researchers should take care to avoid putting any animals in harm's way during their
information-gathering journeys.

(C) He thinks the seals are providing very useful information about the ocean that people otherwise would
not have access to.

(D) He thinks it is an interesting approach, but satellite images are more likely to provide useful information.

3 When did scientists track the movements of a female elephant seal? How do you know?

(A) In 2019; "The seals are collecting data that's helping researchers track how heat moves through ocean
currents. A paper was published the week of December 2 in Nature Geosciences."

(B) In 2014; "As Sarah Zielinski reported for Smithsonian.com in 2014, climate change is reshuffling how
ocean waters in the Antarctic move and mix. "

(C) In 2014; "With the high-tech hat atop her head, the seal embarked on her post-breeding swim in
October 2014. For the next three months, the researchers followed her 3,000-mile journey."

(D) In 2016.; "From the human perspective, it is clear seals are filling in some massive gaps in knowledge,
Guy Williams said in 2016."

4 Select the paragraph from the article that shows the results of NASA's climate study.

(A) The seals have been outfitted with specialized sensors. The sensors resemble lumpy metal yarmulkes
with antennae. The seals are collecting data that's helping researchers track how heat moves through
ocean currents. A paper was published the week of December 2 in Nature Geosciences. In the paper, a
team of climate scientists led by oceanographer Lia Siegelman used this clever technique to track
changes in temperature as the seals swam the icy waters of the Antarctic.

(B) Researchers enlisted the help of one particularly fearless female seal. She helped researchers discover
that heat stored at the ocean's depths can sometimes get swirled back up to the surface by some
deeply penetrating currents. Researchers have known that these currents can ferry heat downward into
the ocean's interior. However, the new findings suggest the reverse is true as well. This causes a
process that can warm the sea's topmost layers as well.

(C) To capitalize on the seals' wanderlust, Siegelman and her colleagues tagged a female elephant seal on
the Kerguelen Islands. They glued a sensor to her head. Don't be alarmed: The researchers remove the
tags on the seals' next visit ashore. If not for that, they're sloughed off with dead skin during molting
season.

(D) With the high-tech hat atop her head, the seal embarked on her post-breeding swim in October 2014.
For the next three months, the researchers followed her 3,000-mile journey. During this journey, she
dived 6,333 times, Meghan Bartels reported for Space.com.
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A new study says Antarctica's ice sheet is
melting alarmingly fast

This January 2018 photo shows an unusual iceberg near the Rothera Research Station on the Antarctic Peninsula. In a new study, an
international team of ice experts said the melting of Antarctica is accelerating at an alarming rate, with about 3 trillion tons of ice gone since
1992. Photo: Andrew Shepherd/University of Leeds via AP

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The melting of Antarctica is accelerating at an alarming rate, with about 3

trillion tons of ice disappearing since 1992, an international team of ice experts said in a new

study.

In the last quarter century, the southern-most continent's ice sheet — a key indicator of climate

change — melted into enough water to cover Texas to a depth of nearly 13 feet (4 meters),

scientists calculated. All that water made the oceans rise about three-tenths of an inch (7.6

millimeters).

From 1992 to 2011, Antarctica lost nearly 84 billion tons of ice a year (76 billion metric tons).

From 2012 to 2017, the melt rate increased almost three times to 241 billion tons a year (219

billion metric tons), according to the study published June 13, in the journal Nature.

By Associated Press, adapted by Newsela staff on 06.28.18
Word Count 681
Level 1220L
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"I think we should be worried. That doesn't mean we should be desperate," said University of

California, Irvine's Isabella Velicogna, one of 88 co-authors. "Things are happening. They are

happening faster than we expected."

Praise For The Thorough, In-Depth Study

Part of West Antarctica, where most of the melting occurred, "is in a state of collapse," said co-

author Ian Joughin of the University of Washington.

The study is the second in a series of assessments planned every several years by a team of

scientists working with NASA and the European Space Agency. Their mission is to produce a

broad overview of what's happening to the world's at-risk ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland.

Outside experts praised the work as authoritative.

Other studies use single measurements. This team of scientists looks at ice loss in 24 different

ways using 10 to 15 satellites, said lead author Andrew Shepherd of the University of Leeds in

England. He said the team also uses ground and air measurements and computer simulations.

It's possible Antarctica alone can add about half a foot (16 centimeters) to sea level rise by the end

of the century, Shepherd said. Other factors also cause seas to rise. These include melting land

glaciers, Greenland's dwindling ice sheet and the fact that warmer water expands.

"Under natural conditions we don't expect the ice sheet to lose ice at all," Shepherd said. "There

are no other plausible signals to be driving this other than climate change."

It's "Not Going To Get Any Better"

Although Shepherd attributes the melting ice to the Earth's rising temperatures, he cautioned that

this is not a formal study to show human fingerprints on climate events.

Forces "that are driving these changes are not going to get any better in a warming climate," said

University of Colorado ice scientist Waleed Abdalati. He is a former NASA chief scientist who was

not part of the study team.

In Antarctica, it's mostly warmer water causing the melt. The water nibbles at the floating edges of

ice sheets from below. Warming of the southern ocean is connected to shifting winds, which are

connected to global warming from the burning of coal, oil and natural gas, Shepherd said.

More than 70 percent of the recent melt is in West Antarctica.

The latest figures show East Antarctica is losing relatively little ice a year — about 31 tons (28

metric tons) — since 2012. It was gaining ice before 2012.

East Antarctica Should Remain Stable

So far, scientists are not comfortable saying the trend in East Antarctica will continue. It is likely

natural variability rather than climate change, and East Antarctica is probably going to be stable

for a couple decades, study co-author Joughin said.

Another recent study published in the scientific journal Nature found the East Antarctic ice sheet

did not melt significantly 2 million to 5 million years ago either. At that time, carbon dioxide levels
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were similar to what they are now. Carbon dioxide traps heat into the Earth's atmosphere. This

causes temperatures to rise and ice to melt. 

Twila Moon is a research scientist at the National Snow and Ice Data Center who was not part of

the studies. She considers the loss of ice dreadful. 

"Ice-speaking, the situation is dire," she said.
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Quiz

1 According to the article, what are the reasons WHY ice melt in Antarctica is happening more quickly than expected?

1. Shifting winds from climate change are warming the southern ocean.
2. Warmer waters are melting the ice sheet around the edges and from below.
3. Scientists had used outdated tools and faulty measurements to estimate how fast the ice

would melt.
4. West Antarctica is losing ice quickly, which speeds up the rate of melting in East Antarctica.

(A) 1, 2 and 3

(B) 2, 3 and 4

(C) 1 and 2 only

(D) 3 and 4 only

2 HOW does the article develop the idea that the rate of ice melt in Antarctica is a cause for alarm?

(A) by contrasting the results of a recent study with the effects of melting ice thousands of years ago

(B) by describing a recent study and quoting scientists who were and were not involved in the study

(C) by showing that the rate of ice melt in Greenland is less than that in East and West Antarctica

(D) by highlighting evidence that the East Antarctic ice sheet did not melt 2 to 5 million years ago

3 Read the sentence from the section "Praise For The Thorough, In-Depth Study."

Part of West Antarctica, where most of the melting occurred, "is in a state of collapse," said co-
author Ian Joughin of the University of Washington.

HOW does the phrase "state of collapse" contribute to the tone of the article?

(A) It conveys exaggerated anger about a brief period of sinking or melting.

(B) It conveys stern anger at the failure of the government to stop ice melt.

(C) It conveys slight concern about the stability of the ice near Antarctica.

(D) It conveys urgent concern about an abnormal breakdown of conditions.

4 Read the sentence from the section "It's Not Going To Get Any Better."

Although Shepherd attributes the melting ice to the Earth's rising temperatures, he cautioned that
this is not a formal study to show human fingerprints on climate events.

What is the meaning of the phrase "human fingerprints" as used above?

(A) evidence or effects of human activity

(B) physical marks left by human visitors

(C) identification of specific scientists

(D) blurred or mistaken ideas of scientists
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